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presents...

The Guelph Lecture - On Being Canadian
Friday, November 7th, 2008
River Run Centre, Guelph, Ontario

Pre-Show Performance: Melissa McClelland with Luke Doucet and Rich Levesque
Welcome: Spencer Shewen, Local Arts and Music Promoter
Emcee: Sheila Heti
Literary Presentation: Rawi Hage, “Cockroach”
Musical Performance: Melissa McClelland with Luke Doucet and Rich Levesque
Intermission: 15 Minutes
The Guelph Lecture - On Being Canadian
Guy Maddin and Sheila Heti in conversation
Question and Answer Opportunity
Audience participation
Thanks to Speakers
Reception
Catered by University of Guelph, Hospitality Services
Our Thanks to Colley Insurance
for sponsoring the reception
The Eramosa Institute would also like to welcome our newest sponsor Meridian Credit Union. We are honoured to count them as our partners
in creating a community conversation, particularly one in which the voices
of our youth can be heard. By helping us keep ticket prices low,
the Meridian Credit Union encourages youth to participate in this evening
of ideas and culture in downtown Guelph.

Print Media Partners For The Guelph Lecture - On Being Canadian
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A Message from the Mayor of Guelph!
Welcome to Guelph!
On behalf of the City of Guelph and its citizens, I am pleased to welcome Guy Maddin, Rawi Hage and Sheila Heti to the
River Run Centre. Their thought-provoking ideas and perspectives are important to inspiring a creative approach to
improving and building our society.
I’d also like to say thanks to the other artists - Melissa McCelland, Luke Doucet and Rich Levesque - for showcasing what
Guelph has to offer the rest of the world. The evening would not be possible without the strong volunteer culture that
exists in Guelph. To them, and to the many sponsors, I’d like to express my gratitude for helping to make this city a
desirable place to live.
I am sure that tonight’s program will be a great inspiration to us all.
Sincerely,
Karen Farbridge
Mayor

Welcome to the Sixth annual
Guelph Lecture - On Being Canadian
On behalf of the faculty, staff and students of the University of Guelph welcome to this unique forum of discussion
and discourse.
As a community of scholars and learners the University of Guelph is committed to the advancement of both knowledge
and human values. The Guelph Lecture - On Being Canadian helped generate healthy, democratic dialogue within the
community and encourages and celebrates diversity.
Best wishes
Alastair Summerlee
President and Vice Chancellor
University of Guelph
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DOMINION CITY
Dominion City is the elaborate, ever expanding, work-in-progress of the renowned
Guelph-based, Canadian cartoonist Seth. An imagined place combining elements of
numerous early modern Canadian cities, Dominion captures the spirit of the booming
small metropolis at a time of community boosterism and growth that, to the contemporary eye, can seem at times quaint and alien. It is a place that embodies the confidence
of many Canadian cities in the post Depression and World War II era when the North
American economy expanded, manufacturing spread, and many cities were
characterized by a level of civic engagement (through service clubs and politics)
unheard of today.
Dominion City is a cartoon space supported by an elaborate narrative vision that
includes a detailed history and character studies that can be funny and amusing but
equally dark. As Seth often says, “Good comedy is often cruel.” Dominion City sits
seemingly frozen at the cusp of the 1950s and 60s and one can imagine many of
these buildings crumbling and fading in the voracious urban “renewal” of the 1960s
to 1980s. As with all of Seth’s works, Dominion City is infused with melancholy and an
air of ambiguous nostalgia tinged with a healthy dose of cynical humour. The following
illustration is taken from one of Seth’s numerous journals that compile the history of
Dominion, including central characters, the city’s layout and, as the title states, some
of the lost buildings.
Dominion City’s most substantial manifestation is the growing collection of model
buildings Seth has been constructing over the past decade that extend Seth’s distinct
vision off the printed page. A fully realized installation of Dominion City is currently on
display at RENDER (University of Waterloo). It is an exhibition that serves to both
present the artist’s growing collection of model buildings and captures aspects of their
interiors (the institutional décor of the city hall, records office, archive and library, for
example). Dominion City is complemented by a second installation at the KitchenerWaterloo Art Gallery featuring the North Star Talking Picture House. The KW|AG
installation is a working model of Dominion City’s movie theatre featuring a program
of vintage documentary films curated by Seth.

Andrew Hunter, Director/Curator
RENDER
Render.uwaterloo.ca
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Growing up in Manitoba’s capital, Winnipeg, has
obviously had a huge impact on Mr. Guy Maddin.
As a self- taught filmmaker, Maddin has proven to be
one of Canada’s most influential and important
artists. While recreating and imitating the style of
early black and white cinema with its grainy film
and often brooding lighting, Maddin renews the
meaning of post modern. Through the use of
humour, psychosexuality, myth and history, he
creatively weaves stories both of the imagination and
of real life. Voted Best Canadian Feature at this year’s
Toronto International Film Festival, Maddin’s newest
film, “My Winnipeg” is what he describes as a
“docu-fantasia”. Once depicted as a “hallucinatory
autobiography”, this film captures Maddin’s love/hate relationship with the
city he grew up in while exploring the myths and legends that over time have
come to shape his own ideas and memories of it. In the strange, dream-like
bizarreness that’s present in all of Maddin’s films, emerges a perspective that
is unique, nostalgic and inspiring.

Sheila Heti
Born and raised in Toronto, Sheila Heti is best described as a cultural
curator. Sheila studied playwriting at the National Theatre School in
Montreal and then went on to complete her education in philosophy
and art history at the University of Toronto. She’s the creator of the
infamous lecture series based in Toronto called Trampoline Hall, a
series where people speak on subjects outside their area of
expertise. Trampoline Hall has run monthly in Toronto since
December, 2001, and has sold out every show since its inception.
Since founding this lecture series, Sheila has gone on to pen both a
collection of short stories called “The Middle Stories” as well as the
novel “Ticknor.” Her writing has also appeared in print in The Believer, The New
York Times Magazine, Esquire and Brick. As well, in 2006 she received a citation from the City of Toronto, awarded to 12 "cultural
mavericks who, through artistic promise, achievement or vision, have
enriched the cultural life of this city now and for future generations."

Melissa McClelland
Described by some as “avant-garde mistress of inner-pop noire”
Melissa’s melody and lyrics are mysterious and dark yet gentle and
warm. Her own original compositions such as “Rooftops” have
been featured in television shows such as the hit prime-time show
Grey’s Anatomy. As well, Melissa has been recognized as a truly
talented musician and has had the opportunity to prove it by
playing with internationally recognized Canadian musicians such
as Greg Keelor (Blue Rodeo), Justin Rutledge and Sarah McLachlan.
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Rawi Hage
Born in Beirut, Rawi lived through nine years of the Lebanese civil
war before immigrating to Canada in 1992 where he now lives as
an award winning writer, a visual artist, and a curator. His works
have been shown in galleries and museums around the world
including the Canadian Museum of Civilization and the Musée de
la Civilisation de Québec. He is also the author of “DeNiro’s Game,”
his debut novel that won him the IMPACT Dublin award. Tonight,
Rawi will be reading from his newest novel “Cockroach” which,
has been short-listed for the “Scotiabank Giller Prize”, the “Rogers
Writers’ Trust Fiction Prize”, and the “Governor General’s Literary
Award”, for excellence in English-language fiction.

Greg Pautler Graphic Design
759 King Street E., Cambridge, ON N3H 3N8
519.650.5763
greg@gregpautlergraphicdesign.com
www.gregpautlergraphicdesign.com
• Innovative Graphic Design • Corporate Identity • Brand Builders •
• Corporate Communications • Trade Show • Advertising Design •
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The passion of Guelph sculptress
Tyler Francks, specializes in stone and
art therapy for select clients,
and the community including
The Guelph Lecture - On Being Canadian.
www.tippycanoe.com

Culinary fare at tonight's reception
has been planned, prepared and
provided by The University of Guelph's
Hospitality Services.
For more information or bookings please see
www.catering.uoguelph.ca
or call 519-824-4120 ext. 53350.

Dig In and Enjoy!

As part of its mission, The Guelph Lecture – On Being Canadian is committed to bringing internationally recognized
individuals to a community stage, encouraging dialog about international affairs and inspiring new ideas and connections.
Last year, The Eramosa Institute presented David Buckland, artist and creator of the Cape Farewell Expeditions.
Since then our local rare Charitable Research Reserve has made it possible for two students and a teacher to go on the
2008 Youth Voyage, and David Noble, Principal of 2degreesC, Inc., has developed a partnership with
Cape Farewell and accompanied the 2008 Disko Bay Expedition. The Guelph Lecture - On Being Canadian
would like to recognize the energetic initiative and congratulate them on their efforts.
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Guelph’s own
Rock Star DJ.
From Hip Hop to Punk,
From Electro to
Alt Country - This is
not your average DJ.

www.guelphjazzfestival.com

519.763-4952
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Organising Committee
Thomas Aldridge
Michael Barnstijn
Sue Bennett
In’am Carere
Zoë Barrett-Woods
Joan Euler
Dan Evans

Lindsey Gough
Mick Grogan
Valerie Hall
Mackenzie Kristjon
Jessica Lewinski
Jane Lind

Louise MacCallum
Douglas McMullen
Claire Mussar
Taylor Moran
Ella Pauls
Barry Peters

Joy Roberts
Cheryl Rose
Jeremy Shantz
Larry Shantz
Sue Trotter
Tarah Walsh

The organizers wish to thank the following people who gave generously of their time and talents
to make this “community conversation” a lively and interesting one.

Getting the Word Out...
Jan Bockmaster - The Record
Greg Buzbuzian - Knar Jewellery
Peter Coleman - The Bookshelf
Michael Duschenes - Perimeter Institute
Dan Evans - The Bookshelf
Cyndy Forsyth - Huntington Society
Leda Gamberoni - PT4U-Personal Strength Training
Dan Giardino - Giardino Salon
Peter Grimaldi - Eden Mills Writers’ Festival
Peter Henderson - The Bookshelf
Peter Coleman - The Bookshelf
Ryan Farkas - Echo Weekly
Ernest Mallais - Echo Weekly
Liz Dent - Ed Video

Jenny Kitson - Eden Mills Writers’ Festival
Barb Minett - The Bookshelf
Taylor Moran - CFRU 93.3 FM
Joanne Shuttleworth - Guelph Mercury
Vaughan Barclay - Guelph Festival of Moving Media
Carolyn Meili - Guelph Festival of Moving Media
Leslie Schnarr - Guelph Mercury
Barry Rooke - CFRU 93.3 FM
Phil Andrews - Guelph Mercury
Doug Larson - Guelph Guitar Project
Ricky Bionix - Rock Star DJ
Julie Hastings - Guelph Jazz Festival
Tricia and Chuck Seimans - Words Worth Books
Phil Nethercott - Fusion Hair Salon

Advice, Enthusiasm and Help Freely Given...
Reena Hooey - River Run Centre
Cindy Lindsay - The Guelph Community Foundation

Moragh Lippert - Meridian Credit Union
Allan Mackay - Kitchener-Waterloo Art Gallery

Web Site Design and Production...
Our thanks for an enormous job, expertly done, go to Jeremy Shantz (jeremy@jeremyshantz.com).
We appreciate your design talent, your rigorous editing skills and your technical acumen – not to mention
your volunteer spirit!

Graphic Sevices and More...
The talent and additional volunteer hours for all graphic production were provided by Greg Pautler,
Greg Pautler Graphic Design, Cambridge, Ontario. greg@gregpautlergraphicdesign.com
www.gregpautlergraphicdeign.com
Our thanks to Paul Heaslip – THIRD WAVE Corporate Communications & Graphic Design, for the original logos
and design.
Thanks as well to Mitra Doherty for her brilliant ways of capturing the Guelph Lecture with a lens and shutter.

To Volunteer or for more information on upcoming events, please contact...
The Guelph Lecture – On Being Canadian
R.R.4 Rockwood, Ontario, N0B 2K0
Tel:519-856-0049
Fax:519-856-1106
email: guelphlecture@gto.net

www.eramosa.org
Charitable Number 86498207 RR0001
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MUSAGETES:
From Classical Mythology, the name for Apollo
in his role as protector and promoter of the Muses.
Musagetes is pleased to support the 6th annual
Guelph Lecture – On Being Canadian.
We welcome Guy Maddin to Guelph and hope he will visit often; his films are a great
contribution to Canada and its place in the world.
Our congratulations go out to Rawi Hage for his many recent honours.
We are gratified that he is here to help ensure that books and ideas continue to have
an important role in our lives – and in reflecting and shaping our society.
We thank Melissa McClelland and the members of her trio.
Great song-writing and beautiful music convey ideas and reach
many who would not otherwise be engaged.
We are delighted that Sheila Heti agreed to turn her creative mind
to the offerings this evening and bring to the fore some of the many
interesting themes of our guests.
And we are again pleased that so many connections between Guelph
and the rest of the world are evident on stage tonight and in an ongoing way;
themes of leaving home – and never being able to leave home – emphasize
how important it is to build community wherever we are.
We also applaud the many volunteers who have made the evening happen,
and who are constantly spreading the word about Guelph
and its opportunities to many far-flung places.
Thank you all for your many cultural contributions and for demonstrating
some of the many ways that arts are central to a healthy society.

